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Wait for one more close then short another with low risk stop

1/8/2017 18:15 - Screen Clipping
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Short one more. Tighten stops after new h1. don’t want to give in all the way for weekly mpocs

Tuesday, 1 August 2017 15:56
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1/8/2017 20:26 - Screen Clipping

Tighteniing one stop as there was a h1 small exhaustion warning

1/8/2017 22:12 - Screen Clipping

Tighteining and watching to squeeze some profit
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1/8/2017 22:28 - Screen Clipping

Still watching and waiting for m20 to give some reference

1/8/2017 23:01 - Screen Clipping

Pushing one lot to h1 small mpoc which is also m20 new hva for now. 
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2/8/2017 01:17 - Screen Clipping

Pushing down after h1 navi got -47 with vol build up and mpoc near bottom of vol congestion
Staying above m20 hva for now

2/8/2017 14:29 - Screen Clipping

Didn’t scale out, as h4 still got no new box this morning and h4 navi still way to go bfr oversold
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3/8/2017 19:26 - Screen Clipping

AFLO, I somehow forgot to split my stops  at least ( if not both stop above h4 hva) 
so at least 1/2 get above h4 HVA then I will be able to continue ride this trend

And I also blame it to this which blinded me a bit. The main culprit still myself who drop my guard. 
Really No excuse.
but surely this is not quite necessary so I will remove it from my h4 chart. 
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3/8/2017 22:12 - Screen Clipping

Hypo stop 968.5, lets see if it hold

3/8/2017 22:59 - Screen Clipping

Tested and hold once 968.5

Thursday, 3 August 2017 22:12
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4/8/2017 00:15 - Screen Clipping

Nothing special

4/8/2017 01:04 - Screen Clipping

So 968.5 still good
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4/8/2017 20:34 - Screen Clipping

Missed good entry at market open, was looking at my gold position. 
Not critical but important to take note, don’t waste money on bad entry
Will wait for re-open after the break to add more
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4/8/2017 21:30 - Screen Clipping

Added one more after market open higher
If bar close above box I will consider small risk add-on

Friday, 4 August 2017 20:34
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4/8/2017 22:02 - Screen Clipping

Added one more

4/8/2017 22:39 - Screen Clipping

Fighting hard against 962/63 area, lots of action going on there, but so far 59/60 still see buyers coming in
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4/8/2017 22:41 - Screen Clipping

A new overlapping plywS may give me chance to long one more with low risk, keep watching

4/8/2017 23:12 - Screen Clipping

Crappy mpoc shifted up as headwind?? But today session mpoc still 959.5 area
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5/8/2017 00:04 - Screen Clipping

Bought one more, full load for now. 

5/8/2017 01:08 - Screen Clipping

Hang in there MPOC
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5/8/2017 02:08 - Screen Clipping

Is a quiet day for beans

7/8/2017 14:33 - Screen Clipping

A reset after the red bar that cut my 2 positions, so I m getting back with a small risk position and looking for a full riskposition after ny re-open
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7/8/2017 20:17 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after h1 make new high, looking for add on near 963.25 after re-open

7/8/2017 22:02 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after new h1 by pushing up one more stop to current poc and weekly mpoc and h4 mpoc. Will tighten again as time goes. 
and new h1 is neutral and balance so I m not going to add anymore. 
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7/8/2017 22:48 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after h1 mpoc shifted up. Will tighten again after bar close. 

7/8/2017 23:03 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after another bar close in tight range. 
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8/8/2017 01:12 - Screen Clipping

A significant close above box will be appealing and then I will see how to manage my stop by then

8/8/2017 02:01 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after h1 close up high, 2/3 stop at 961.25
Watching and follow up tmrw
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8/8/2017 13:19 - Screen Clipping

Pushing up after new h1. having one tighter as h4 formed mpoc headwind and in between new lva got no good reference for stop.So I push it up to the confluence area which is current h1 poc so I 
must well stay below box for now and wait for more info towards US hours

8/8/2017 15:43 - Screen Clipping

Tightening again as it break into new high. One stop below hva and h4 mpoc and the confluence area
and other 2 stop below box.
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8/8/2017 17:13 - Screen Clipping

Tighten again after new h1, one stay below h4 mpoc n new lva
another 2 stay below confluence
Waiting to tighten more if break above, nx stop around 975

8/8/2017 19:50 - Screen Clipping

Pushed 2 toward h1 lva with 1 wider for now awaiting re-open in US hour
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8/8/2017 23:22 - Screen Clipping

Tightening after h1 form new mpoc but still stay below h1 box.
Didn’t want to stay too far below day low as h1 navi weakening 

8/8/2017 23:29 - Screen Clipping
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9/8/2017 00:41 - Screen Clipping

Happy to stay below new h4 with 1 lot
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